GAS COMPRESSION SYSTEMS
Boost Your Business with the Industry’s Best Value

AFGlobal uses innovative design, engineering and fabrication tools to ensure your equipment arrives at location ready to
run, increasing overall efficiency.

Maximize Run-Time Reliability
Our gas compression offering combines packaging experience
with world-class manufacturing capabilities for maximum
results. And those results are possible because of our skilled
gas compression experts and strong service culture. We round
out our gas compression offering with an experienced team
of mechanics to handle your service and aftermarket needs.
AFGlobal prides itself on its strong service culture.

with ordinary systems. High-efficiency maintenance has
cascading benefits—from satisfied customers to more
productive field staff.

Standardized Systems

We have one job: deliver the most run-time reliability in
gas compression systems. A lot goes into maximizing
run-time reliability.

Our suite of standardized systems, optimized for nearly
every gas compression application, provides fast, off-theshelf availability. Greater parts commonality than custom
systems means more efficient maintenance and better
inventory control. Our gas compression systems are
compatible with every leading engine, compressor and
cooler manufacturer.

Product Availability, When You Need It

Custom Systems For Any Application

Our experienced team is quality driven, efficient, and
safety conscience. Having our own fabrication facilities
allow us to control cost and quality while maintaining
schedule commitments.

For those special gas compression applications that fall outside
the range of our standard systems, we build to our clients’
specifications. We are not locked in to using components from
particular suppliers. We use high quality components that meet
specific price, performance, and scheduling needs, from all
the best sources. At the front end, our engineering support
team assists with optimizing your system to deliver the best
combination of cost and performance.

Efficient Maintenance
Ease of maintenance is designed into our gas compression
systems from the start. This can be an afterthought
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Our extensive packaging background and years of
experience in structural fabrication, skids and custom spec
pressure vessels of our own design provides a dependable
solution for our clients. You can rely on a fully tested system
delivered on time, on budget.

Engineering Leads Quality
Both standard and custom systems benefit from a proven,
systematic quality control and assurance program that
covers every step of the process, from first contact to
final delivery. This is where our manufacturing experience
provides clients with an important advantage.
Our compression facilities are ASME certified and our quality
management system is API Q1 compliant.

Aftermarket and Services
AFGlobal offers a wide array of services covering all brands
of frames and drivers in the industry. Our service team
is staffed with experts that can accurately trouble shoot
problems and get you back up and running faster. Our
extensive parts inventory and warehouse locations allow us
to minimize third-party shipping delays. AFGlobal services
include but are not limited to:
——Installation, commissioning, and start up
——Maintenance programs (preventive and long term)
——Engine swings
——Revamps
——Zero-hour overhauls
——Make-ready
——Retrofits
——Emergency call-outs

AFGlobal’s Compression Systems work across key
upstream, midstream and downstream industry
applications, including:
——Gas Lift
——Overhead gas/vapor recovery (OH/VRU)
——Gathering
——Fuel gas boost
——CO2
——Plant inlet/residue
——Transmission
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